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Abstract

Firm’s progress towards its profitability lies where delivery of goods and services take place in there minimum through put time. One of the important approaches to achieve this goal is theory of constraints. Theory of constraint (TOC) advocates that existence of constraints in any systems give opportunities for the management for improvement. Dissimilar to conventional thinking, theory of constraint view suggest constraint as a factor determining the performances that are positive to the system. Theory of constraint (TOC) seems to be feasible, as it does not demand costly systems change. It depends on scheduling leased on constraint exit in the system. This paper gives the overview of the scheduling of theory of constraint (TOC) which can be applicable to all the system practice.
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Introduction

Most of the organizations have few constraints that limit themselves in performing best in the market. TOC suggest managers to focus effectively managing these constraints. Therefore, TOC concentrates on constraints which limits the performance of the organization. TOC system concept was first developed by Eliyanu M Goldrott in 1980 and later on adopted by several organization for their improvement. Proctor and Gamble, General Motor are few companies who adopted. TOC management system normally consists of the following elements which will exhibit in the following diagram.
Though it’s broad application TOC results in several benefits in the form of decreased production, lead time, improved quality of products and services, reduced inventory levels, management of constraint, increase in profitability

**Logistic Concept of TOC Management**

Following elements form the foundation for implementing the logistic concept of TOC management

1. Five step focusing process
2. V-A -T logical structure analysis
3. Drum- buffer rope scheduling method
4. Buffer management
5. Supply chain management

**1. Five step focusing process**

Five step focusing process enables the managers to focus on resources with greatest potential to be affected by changes to the system. The five steps, which are involved, are

**Step 1:-** Firstly, identify the constraints in the system that limits progress towards the goal.

**Step 2:-** Decide a strategy for primary constraint that supports system. Here they focus on taking advantage of existing capacity of the constraint which is general wasted example:- selling the wrong products.

**Step 3:** - After the system policies, procedures, resources to support the above decisions

**Step 4:-** Change the status of original resource that will increase the overall output of the constraining activity example- buying a second machine or implementing new technology.

**Step 5:-** Go back to step 1 review it and do not allow previous decisions taken in previous steps. Final step is designed to build the (2 to 4) to become constraint concept of continuous improvement in TOC. Without last step an organization might stop its efforts once the constraints have been optimized. In TOC, the goal towards superior system performance never ends.

Thus, five focusing steps enable manager to focus on constraints, which are imperative for the firm’s performance. Diagram below helps in identifying the system constraint.
2. V-A-T Logical Product Structure Analysis: V-A-T analysis supports the opinion that organization has interaction of both product and process. In a system view there are generally three categories of production structure or shapes that emerges i.e V shape, A shape, T shape. ‘V shape’ represents a fixed flow product structure in which product variation occurs. These divergent processes rely on small number of materials to provide a variety of products and services to the market. Constraint is not overcome by rerouting. ‘A structure’ represents a structure in which number of raw material are processed and assembled into a few finished parts. ‘T structure’ is most common were number of common parts or related products flow across a limited set of workstation. So, in V-A-T key constraints are observed and management identity optimal through put given in organization. So this structure provides for the effective application of terms and condition logic within a broad range of potential system and situations.
3. **Drum-Buffer Rope Scheduling Method**: Incorporating of inevitable department events and statistical fluctuations of the system in developing a schedule for the organization. So in drum buffer rope scheduling determines the relationships among resources to create smooth flow of product by resolving conflicts. It gives improvised scheduling that tries to reduce the disturbance to the minimum and therefore helps in smooth production flow. In this method three elements are drum, buffer and rope. Every time the primary constraints is identified and then exploited leads throughput to increase and non-value added activity is removed.

Drum helps to create a master production schedule to utilize the maximum time of constraints. To schedule the constraints an attempt is made to place the start and stop time of each order so that each order (sale) is met on due date and no conflict exist between orders to occupy same space at same time. After primary constraints scheduling is done, resources should be utilized for secondary constraint schedules.

Buffer is time mechanism, which is equal to processing time, set up time, estimated protective time where things might go wrong and helps in deciding lead-time for product for gating the operation and rope synchronizes other resources and includes release schedule for all gating operations. Therefore, drum buffer rope is a technique for developing a schedule that will maximize and manage the productivity of the organization.
4. **Buffer Management**: In buffer management non constrained resources are schedules to ensure that they are engaged on right time at right job in right quantity to meet constrained resources schedule.

5. **Supply Chain Management**: The ultimate aim is to maximize the profitability of the whole system by using constraint as per the flow of material and value from beginning to end. Leveraging the concept of primary constraints across to supply chain ensure that the system wide limiting factors serve as a basis for development of integrated scheduling and planning. Gains in the firm of reduction in supply chain inventories, on time delivery, enhanced value creation by customers Improved profitability, improved competitive position etc can be expected from extending Theory of constraint concept to supply chain.

**Conclusion**

Constraints location does not affect internal flow cannot move faster than the bottle neck allow, in the same manner the entire supply chain cannot deliver more than the slowest operation in the system. So in this paper focus was made on scheduling aspects of the theory of constraints that focuses on smooth flow of materials and services in TOC. Once the constraints are identified all non-constraints that helps the organization to optimize the total system of resources.
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